
















Fig.1.  Map showing the distribution of the three lithostratigraphic groups forming the late
Neogene succession in central parts of Hawke’s Bay.  Also shown is the extent of Late
Quaternary and Holocene deposits, and the extent of NZMS 260 1:50,000 map sheets.
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Fig. 2. Location of sites for which stratigraphic columns are reported here.  Also shown is the distribution
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Fig. 2.  (continued). Legend for geological map (previous page) showing the distribution
of formations in central parts of Hawke’s Bay Basin.
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Fig. 3  Summary of stratigraphic nomenclature proposed by Bland et.al. (2007) for



































































































Park Island Lst. Mbr
Mairau Mst. Mbr
Tangoio Mst. Mbr



























Devils Elbow Mudstone Member
Waipatiki Limestone Member
Te Ngaru Mudstone Member
Tangoio Limestone Member
Mairau Mudstone Member
Darkys Spur Mbr/Tararere Cong. Bed
Aropaoanui Mudstone Member
Tutira Member/Hikuroa Pumice Mbr
Esk Mudstone
Waipunga Formation














Te Ipuohape Sandstone Member




























































Mangaone River, Esk River, Waikoau











































































Flag Range Congl. Mbr
Puketautahi Lst Mbr
Salisbury Gravel
Devils Elbow Mudstone Member
Te Ngaru Mudstone Member
Tangoio Lst. Mbr
Mairau Mudstone Member
































































































































   
   
   
   


















































































































Fig. 4.  Map showing location of stratigraphic columns within NZMS 260 Sheet V19.
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Fig. 5.  Map showing location of stratigraphic columns within NZMS 260 Sheet W19.
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Fig. 6.  Map showing location of stratigraphic columns within
NZMS 260 Sheet U20
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Fig. 7.  Map showing location of stratigraphic columns within NZMS 260 Sheet V20.
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Fig. 8.  Map showing location of stratigraphic columns within
NZMS 260 Sheet W20
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Fig. 9.  Map showing location of stratigraphic columns within
NZMS 260 Sheet U21.
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Fig. 10.  Map showing location of stratigraphic columns within NZMS 260 Sheet V21.
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Fig. 11.  Map showing location of stratigraphic columns within NZMS 260 Sheet V22.
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